Summer 2013
President’s Report
As we come to the end of the 2013 year, it is time to celebrate what has been achieved through
the year. We held a successful weekend in April where four people were welcomed as
Registered GIM therapists (Mary Baker, Rachael Martin, Alex Sirice and Millie Wong), and later in
the year Louise Terry-Clark also joined the ranks. We are now 20 RGIMTs in Australia.
We have held weekend professional development events for RGIMTs and general members of
MIAA, including a weekend with Sue Tweg that was enthusiastically received.
MIAA Council has worked hard this year, with monthly meetings preparing events for 2013 and
2014. Members have given workshops in Melbourne (for social workers) and in Sydney (for a
mixed group of professionals). We have advertised our training courses in Psychotherapy in
Australia and in the National Register of Training Courses.
Several sub-committees are now working on a marketing
plan for MIAA, upgrading the website, and organizing the
conference for next year. My thanks go to all the Council
members for their hard work.
In closing I wish you all a restful and relaxing time over
Christmas, and a very happy new year!
Denise Grocke
President.

MIAA Conference April 26 th-27th 2014

“Music and Imagery: Embracing the Imagination for Health and Wellbeing”
In 2014 MIAA celebrates it’s 20 th year. We were formed back in 1994 with Helen Bonny attending
as mid-wife! Now we are fully formed in adulthood and have much to celebrate. We are
particularly pleased that Dr Lisa Summer will be our Keynote Speaker at the 2014 conference.
Lisa was involved in GIM way back in its formation years, and we look forward to hearing from
her about GIM history and also her new model of GIM that focuses on the music as the core of
GIM. She is Director of Music Therapy at Anna Maria College in Massachusetts, USA, and editor of
Music Consciousness: The evolution of Guided Imagery and Music, a collection of articles written
by Helen Bonny. Lisa will provide two Keynote Addresses and be present at the conference
presentations. She will also give a Public Lecture in Melbourne on Monday April 28th. Please put
these dates in your diaries! More details will follow in January 2014.

The 11th European GIM Conference will be held in Berlin
September 15th-21st 2014
Conference Theme: GIM in a changing world
Consciousness-Neuroscience-Society

GIM has to adapt its concepts to the new developments in a globally changing society. In the
global world, we are member of social networks and linked to each other in this way. Together
with our clients we work to create new realities.
What realities are we creating? In our fast paced society where we have to cope with social
pressure, cultural exclusion and personal burnout: How can GIM assist clients to find strengthening
resources?
The goal of this conference is to focus on the social and cultural challenges, which we face
globally. Keynotes, papers and workshops will introduce innovative ways in which we can adapt
to them. We will also look at the present state of neuro-scientific evidence that can support GIM
as a global resource in a changing world.
Important themes will therefore be: Adaptations and modifications of the Bonny Method to
serve society in a changing world.
Call for Papers:
Papers can be Clinical, Theoretical, Musical or Research. Please indicate the category of your
contribution and what kind of presentation.
Durations/time frames:
Paper: 40 min + 10 min. discussion
Workshop: 90 min
Round table: 90 min
Poster: Any physical format.
Requirements for proposals:
An abstract of 200-250 words should include
a) a precise title and a short description of the problem/question/theme addressed in your
presentation
b) the method used to answer the question/solve the problem/approach the theme
c) the results or findings or conclusions of the inquiry or project
d) name(s) of Presenter(s)/Participants in Round tables
You may add up to 5 references.
In continuation of the abstract, please state 3 to 5 keywords characterizing the content of the
presentation.
Please also add a statement on how your contribution is related to the theme of the conference.
A short CV (max 60 words) including GIM credentials and contact address must accompany the
abstract. Equipment needs must be indicated.
Deadline: March 1st 2014
Chair of Scientific Committee is Lars Ole Bonde, Ph D., Aalborg University, Denmark.
Send abstracts to: lobo@hum.aau.dk

PPC report
The year has flown by and PPC has been busy together with MIAA Council, on a number of tasks.
In April at the AGM PPC was able to present the revised Code of Ethics document. This was the
result of the work of a sub-committee of PPC and thanks must go to Denise Grocke, Liz Ely, and
Carolyn van Dort who together with myself worked on the revision. Peter Ballard and Greg
Stebbing kindly acted as editors, thanks to them too.
The Mentoring@MIAA program was piloted this year to support Graduate Diploma trainees in the
process towards registration. This culminated in the registration of four RGIMTs at the April AGM
and another in September at the RGIMTs weekend. Congratulations to Mary Baker, Alex Sirice,
Rachael Martin, Millie Wong and Louise Terry-Clark. Program evaluations will shortly be sent out
to mentors and trainees mentored. These comments will be incorporated into any new
documentation and processes for the next batch of Graduate Diploma students in 2015. Thanks
also go to the RGIMTs who generously volunteered their time as mentors. Without them, the
program would not have been able to run.
MIAA now has 20 Registered Music and Imagery Therapists. There is a Graduate Diploma running
in 2014 which is important as we need a constant influx of new therapists.
As part of the ongoing revision of registration renewal, PPC has, through MIAA Council, endorsed
Peer Supervision as another way of gaining Continuing Education points for RGIMTs. An email to
this effect was recently send around to RGIMTs.
In 2014 PPC has a few tasks on its ‘To Do’ list and I would like to thank the tireless work of Carolyn
van Dort and Liz Ely on the PPC and the great support we have received from Denise Grocke
and MIAA Council.
Wishing you all a restful and music filled festive season.
Kay Kilham
Chair, PPC.

Training Report
In November 8 trainees completed the Certificate Course in Music and Imagery for Health. This
was the first year with the Certificate presented in two Modules; Module 1 – Certificate in Music
for Relaxation and Module 2 – Certificate Course in Music and Imagery for Health.
Kay Kilham and Meran McKenzie both successfully completed the first year of the train the trainer
program. My thanks go to Kay and Meran and especially Jennifer Marr for their support and for a
most successful year.
The certificate course graduates are from left Rebecca
Wong, Gail Godfrey, Queenie Ngan, Danielle Pirrie, Ann
Maree Billings, Satyamo Judy Roberts, and Naomi
Morrow. Unfortunately Elizabeth Hyland was unavailable
for the photo.
Carolyn Van Dort,
Director of Training, Certificate Course.

Book Review
Roman Ilgauskas
Denis O’Hara (2013): Hope in Counselling and Psychotherapy. Sage
Publications.
In his new book, Associate Professor Denis O’Hara explores new
possibilities for Counselling and Psychotherapy. He asks: How important is
the element of hope in successful recovery from mental illness? Dr Denis
O'Hara, believes it is a key factor in successful counselling and
psychotherapy treatments, and one which is often overlooked. This is the
topic of his new book, Hope in Counselling and Psychotherapy.
Hope has long been recognised as an essential element in well-being
and also in recovery from physical and mental illness. But while the
therapeutic importance of hope is well known, until relatively recently,
limited research has been conducted on how hope functions and how
it can best be promoted. Dr O’Hara’s book seeks to open up this discussion, exploring a range of
theoretical dimensions of hope, its relationship with despair and the importance of patient
reflectivity.
Hope in Counselling and Psychotherapy also considers the practical topic of how therapists can
work with clients to develop their sense of hope. One emerging research finding is that it is not
only the client’s hope in counselling and psychotherapy which is important in recovery, but also
the therapist’s. In fact, Dr O’Hara argues that whilst clients come to therapy with some measure
of hope, that the therapist’s role, be it as instiller of hope, co-explorer/co-discoverer of hope,
and/or co-creator of hope, is key in the success of the therapeutic process.
Hope in Counselling and Psychotherapy is published by SAGE Publications and is available for
purchase online through Footprint Books and The Book Depository.

GIM AS FIRST AID FOR THE SOUL
Greg Stebbing
On two recent Wednesday evenings, my two young adult children and I attended a level 2 first
aid course run by National First Aid. The second aim listed in the first aid book reads, “to protect
the unconscious”. This sounded to me like something straight out of psychotherapy/GIM
literature.
In GIM the music is considered a container ”a protective vessel” for unconscious content. In GIM
clients can find or create their personal myth, which D.S. Bond (1993) says represents the “
guiding meaning of life”. Bond writes that a core experience is the foundation of a personal myth
and that this can occur when ”a voice breaks through or visions appear”. This can happen in
GIM. Core experience for Bond is both “wounding and empowering.” These wounds can be
helped with the first aid of GIM. Marie Von Franz (in Ask and You Shall Receive) claims that “if we
turn and support the unconscious, it then helps us.” In GIM first aid of the soul we are supporting
the unconscious to unfold or become known in the way it needs to.
For Adler (In Hillman 1983) “ the unconscious is the immediate suffering of inadequacy.” In GIM
first aid, protection is available for the signs (what the guide and client sense) and the symptoms
(the spoken imagery) of this suffering.

In GIM first aid, a client maybe encountering the solar aspect of the philosophers stone (the Self),
felt in a scorching by the fiery affect of another person. GIM first aid for burns or scalds can help
clients find the balancing lunar (cooling) aspect of the Self.
In regular first aid we employ CPR to maintain blood flow to the brain. In GIM first aid we can
maintain or promote the flow of psychic energy to the soul. In regular first aid we treat strains,
sprains, and bruises, which are often bandaged (protected, contained). GIM can provide
opportunities for clients to bandage their psychological strains and sprains. Aspects of the soul
(psyche) can feel fractured. In regular first aid we deal with bones that are fractured. GIM first
aid’s holding and protective space can gently hold psychic parts together, to allow and
promote the knitting back together that psychic bones can naturally achieve.
Choking is a regular first aid matter. In GIM clients can be choking on words that need to be
expelled, and with the forceful striking on the psyche’s back that the music can provide, such
“choking” can be relieved. Similarly with the ingestion of poison, clients may be holding
emotions, beliefs, or attitudes that are poisoning them. In this case a transference to the music
might be “this music is making me want to puke”.
In regular first aid we may have to deal with the severing of body parts. Francisco Varela (in Ask
And You Shall Receive) has written that we “are dismembered when not remembering
amputated memories”. GIM first aid can reconnect clients to amputated memories, can help
clients reclaim disowned parts of their soul.
Another aim listed in the first aid book is “to comfort and help promote recovery”. This too can be
achieved with GIM first aid.
My contention is that GIM is a most valuable FIRST AID FOR THE SOUL.
Bond, D. S. (1993). Living Myth: Personal meaning as a way of life. Massachusetts: Shambhala.
Eden, K. (2013). Fun with first aid. http://trove.nla.gov.au/work/12185528
Hillman, J. (1983). Healing Fiction. Spring Publications, Woodstock.
Halley, Demitri: “Ask And You Shall Receive” You Tube series (12 programs)
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLF04B67CD8A457A52.

